
 

Year 10 Maths Learning Journey 

Autumn Term 3 

Developing Algebra: Representing solutions of equations and inequalities 

Core knowledge Reference 

Understand the meaning of a solution 
“Do solutions to equations have to be integers?” Worksheet 

Form and solve one-step and two-step equations (R)  
“Does it matter which order the terms in an equation are written?” 

Worksheet 

Form and solve one-step and two-step inequalities (R)  
“What’s the same and what’s different about solving an equation or an inequality?” 

Worksheet 

Show solutions to inequalities on a number line 
“What does the circle mean? Which direction will the line go?” 

Worksheet 

Interpret representation on number lines as inequalities  
“Do the solution sets contain only integers?” 

Worksheet 

Represent solutions to inequalities using set notation (H)  
“Which representation do you think is the easiest/hardest to understand?” 

Worksheet 

Draw straight line graphs (R) 
“How do you decide what values of 𝑥 to choose for a table of values?” 

Worksheet 

Find solutions to equations using straight line graphs 

“How do we know which graphs to draw to solve e.g. 5𝑥 − 2 = 9?” 
Worksheet 

Represent solutions to single inequalities on a graph (H)  

“What is the significance of the dashed line and solid line when looking at 
regions of inequalities?” 

Worksheet 

Represent solutions to multiple inequalities on a graph (H)  

“How do you decide which side of a line to shade in and which side not to 
shade in?” 

Worksheet 

Form and solve equations with unknowns on both sides (R) 

“How many values of 𝑥 will satisfy this equation? Why?” 
Worksheet 

Form and solve inequalities with unknowns on both sides  

“Explain the difference between 𝑥 < 7 and 7 > 𝑥” 
Worksheet 

Form and solve more complex equations and inequalities  

“Do you always need to expand brackets when they occur in an equation?” 
Worksheet 

Solve quadratic equations by factorisation (H)  

“Find some solutions to 𝑎𝑏 = 12 and 𝑎𝑏 = 0” 
Worksheet 

Solve quadratic inequalities in one variable (H) 

“How do we know whether to look above or below the 𝑥-axis?” 
Worksheet 

 

Learning Checkpoints 

LC Title Completed Dirt 

Representing solutions of equations and inequalities   

https://vimeo.com/617794112
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/ET2KMh_ZNwlAi7sVc2fNSsYB233XdOAWJcJgLJgcJpKA0Q?e=n00Tjh
https://vimeo.com/617794223
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/ER4OM_KlG5ZDoolx57ZNsWEBvbUAJOGcPTpKDkLNCF8xUA?e=utacyr
https://vimeo.com/617794379
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EWoKYy00Zn5Gh1KNAoRKUC4BS9iHXluldqoon1OtPQI7Ew?e=UrnmQE
https://vimeo.com/617794436
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EWLQzSCU9LNNgDPinuZZW2UBczRMlxyzR5cUXGiqeM-_gA?e=4dDqAf
https://vimeo.com/617794722
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/ES-mTTG2MzJBrIHVCwijhkoBX2aGXIdGUCIL0KaHmeM1hw?e=AIK6v8
https://vimeo.com/630802987
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EWUCNJmuPSFKnh3vvG9c8dABDT4XoaGki-dM5gLGmcJyNA?e=y8RWuw
https://vimeo.com/625314417
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EYj9ZtnL9dFPuA7k7LwNjMkBBVbZenI0v2NihuK3PqxJBw?e=I34UzG
https://vimeo.com/630803176
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EaFdIX_NpDNEsbC7EBHW1UsBxnt2t4rEtI5y1uKVXHY61A?e=pLpudL
https://vimeo.com/625314969
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/Eami0IH4ruVIiBqQ6bsbTjEBeHEaa13UizB6J8j5CVFTYw?e=7wzpII
https://vimeo.com/625315742
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/Ef61dQMRAlVJlxoQy5AkKeUB8s2awYh5T1cAZXp_OebPWw?e=iIIW6i
https://vimeo.com/625316519
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EW6LzuO2W_pLn1peFpiC8TwBV8-45k7eyJ93xap_t6Uy1A?e=zlLVSZ
https://vimeo.com/625317306
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EeI36KkzGVJLmXYAQIUIbnQBuOJgtBzDovZHqDHfCWu7-Q?e=98qzlu
https://vimeo.com/630803245
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/Eiy2qb8KQAJNjuCvSTAaQqUBLnP2Yre598ykijr-8b8pbw?e=0CcNT7
https://vimeo.com/630803284
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EZjbdqp4HsxJuwvlpnMlW3YBPOBvFqLPhSB7WP1EJfB7WQ?e=fZLTg1
https://vimeo.com/625317875
https://tudorgrangeacademiestrust-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/mphelan_samworth_tgacademy_org_uk/EV0cU7tuQBNGkPzDMaq46y4BwC-sFs_mRkEXZhAEbuCehA?e=cUGIrp


Key Vocabulary: 
Brackets: Symbols used to group numbers in arithmetic or letters and numbers in algebra and indicating 

certain operations as having priority. 

Co-ordinate: In geometry, a coordinate system is a system which uses one or more numbers, or 

coordinates, to uniquely determine the position of a point in space 

Dashed line: Inequalities that use < or > symbols are plotted with a dashed line to show that the line is not 

included in the region. 

Equation: A mathematical statement showing that two expressions are equal. 

Expression: A mathematical form expressed symbolically. 

Factorise: To express a number or a polynomial as the product of its factors. 

Inequality: When one number, or quantity, is not equal to another. 

Intersect: To have a common point or points. 

Inverse operations: Operations that, when they are combined, leave the entity on which they operate 

unchanged. 

Linear: In algebra, describing an expression or equation of degree one. 

Plot: The process of marking points. 

Quadratic: Describing a expression of the form ax2 + bx + c where a, b and c are real numbers. 

Region: a non-empty connected open set in a topological space, in particular any non-empty connected 

open subset of the real coordinate space Rn or the complex coordinate space Cn 

Roots: a solution to an equation, usually expressed as a number or an algebraic formula. 

Set notation: Used in mathematics to essentially list numbers, objects or outcomes. 

Solid line: Inequalities that use ≤ or ≥ symbols are plotted with a solid line to show that the line is included 

in the region. 

Solution: A value or values which, when substituted for a variable in an equation, make the equation true. 

Solution set: The set containing all the solutions of an equation 

Solve: To find a value (or values) we can put in place of a variable that makes the equation true 

Solve graphically: Plot two equations, look for the point where the two graphs cross one another.  

Test point: a chosen point to test the inequality not on the line drawn, where the point lies in one of the 

half-planes formed by the boundary line. 

Union: The set made by combining the elements of two sets 

Unknown: A number we do not know. Also known as variables and represented by algebraic terms. 

Value: refers to the worth of each digit depending on where it lies in the number. 

Variable: a symbol (usually a letter) standing in for an unknown numerical value in an equation. 

y-intercept: The point where a line or curve crosses the y-axis of a graph. In other words: find the y value 

when x equals 0. 

 


